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No Spring Fling at fairgrounds
by Jennifer Mortensen
Staff reporter

The Kittitas County commissioners have turned down a
request by the Business and
Economics Club to use the
county fairgrounds for this
year's Spring Fling.
The Spring Fling is an annual outdoor party sponsored
by the B&E Club.
Commissioner John Perrie
said during a May 14 meeting
that permitting the use of fair-.

grounds for such an event license has not been issued yet. :Perrie said the rodeo had nothwould be hypocritical because Braden and other club mem- ing to do with this matter.
the county spends thousand of bers attended the meeting and
Braden said the club had redollars each year on alcohol- presented a petition for the use ceived approval from the other
and drug-prevention issues.
of the fairgrounds.
officials involved, including the
The commissioners also said
"We had heard that (the com- chief of police, the chamber of
the club's petition claimed they mi~sioners) were not going to commerce and the director of
ha<;l already secured a liquor let us do it, but I at least wanted the fairgrounds, but their aplicense for the event, when in to get on their meeting agenda proval was contingent on that
fact the state liquor board has and see what they had to say of the commissioners, who had
not yet granted the license.
about it," he said.
the last.say.
B&E member Matt Braden
The club compared the Spring "(The commissioners) are resaid the state liquor board has Fling to the Ellensburg Rodeo, ally supportive ofhaving CWU
already agreed to grant a li- which is held at the fairgrounds
cense for the event, though the every Labor Day weekend, but See PARTY I page 2

Mark Eatonffhe Observer

NO, IT'S NOT A UNICYCLE - This lone front wheel of a bicycle was left locked to the bike rack in front of Nicholson
Pavilion Monday after the rest of the bicycle was stolen. Many expensive bicycles are often locked improperly and left open
to theft. Sgt. William DeHaven, of campus safety, said only one of 100 bicycles pick'd up by police has been reclaimed.
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Library dean
candidate:
Studellts
'need 24-hour
study room.
by Kenneth Rudd
Staff reporter

An extension of the library's
closing hour and.the establishment of a 24-hour study room
were among topics that students raised at a meeting with
one of the three candidates for
the dean of libraries position.
Dr. Gary A. Lewis, current
director of library and media
services at North Adams State
CollegeinNorthAdams, Mass.,
visited Central last week,
meeting with several campus
groups and toured the library.
Lewis said he believes it was
more than budgetary constraints that caused last fall's
library sit-in by students protesting the change in the
library's closing hour from
midnight to 10 p.m.
·
Lewis described the rule requiring a reference librarian to
be prnsent whenever the building was open, a rule established
by the previous library dean,
Frank Schneider, as "strict."
"There's a justification for that
rule," Lewis said. "It provides
the appropriate kind of services for the users.
"But when staffbecame short
and you only had a certain
amount of people to stretch out
while the library was open, the
rule meant if there wasn't (a
reference librarian) present,
the library had to be closed."
Lewis said that although it's
important to have a regular
full-time library staff member
present in the building, he
didn't think it necessarily had
to be a librarian.

See LIBRARY I page 5

Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds at Central
relatively easy accessibilty.
The hallucinogen is commonly added
to absorbent paper and divided into
small squares. Each square represents
one dose or "hit" of the drug and can
cost the user between $3.50-$6 per dose.
LSD, a manufactured drug, affects a
person's perceptions, sensations, selfawareness and emotions.
by Jill Johnson
The drug's effects are unpredictable
Staff reporter
and are subject to the mood and personThe use of the drug lysergic acid ality of the person taking it.
A 19-year-old Central student, who
diethylamide - commonly known as
LSD - is increasing throughout asked to remain anonymous, spoke of
Kittitas County and among university her experience with the mind-altering
students, says Kittitas County drug.
"When I first used it, it was really
Prosecuter David Pitts.
Pitts said he credits the increase of weird. I thought things around me were
the drug's usage to it's low cost and its melting," she said.

Availability, low cost
are making LSD the
rising drug of choice
with many students

Jack Baker, coordinator for Central's
"This one girl who had a really bad
trip thought she had worms coming out Drug Abuse Prevention Program: Eduof her hands ... She ended up scratch- cation and Referral (DAPPER), said he
has not seen a large increase of stuing her hands raw until they bled."
The student said the drug is com para- dents who come in with an LSD probtively inexpensive, but says that the lem, but feels a problem at Central does
quality of the drug is not as good as it exist.
He said he is concerned with the idea
used to be.
"A lot of what you get now contains ... students have concerning greater crestrychnine, which is basically rat poi- ativity when under the influence of
mind-altering substances.
son," she said.
"That idea is simply not true," Baker
"It's a really scary drug."
Scary or not the student was ap- said. The natural state is when people
proached recently by a fellow student are most alert because that is when
who wanted her to get 24 hits of LSD for there is a "greater availability to our
senses."
him.
"It is just an altered perception....
"It's sort of hard to find, you have to
know certain people but you could get (Drug users) think they are doing better when they actually are not."
some if you really want to," she said.
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Party: Status
of Spring
Fling unsure,
.
say organizers
From page one
use the fairground facilities,
just not for this purpose," said
Christine Heytvelt, an intern
at the county commissioners'
office. "This just isn't the right
event."
"It (the Spring Fling) has been
going on for about 20 years,"
Braden said. "It's usually a
relatively unorganized event
...- but we have to be careful
now because laws have been
getting a lot stricter the past
few years."
Previous Spring Flings have
been held in various locations,
most of them outside of the
county in an effort to avoid
hassles with the county commissioners. The B&E thought
the fairgrounds would make a
good location because it is close
enough for people to walk to.
Last year's Spring Fling was
"in the middle of nowhere,"
about 45 minutes outside of
town, Braden said. The club
obtained a liquor license for
the event and made a point of
checking identification. It took
two months to get last year's
license.
Attendance at last year's
Spring Fling was about 600.
Braden said this year's attendance could be around 800.
The club is unsure of where
the event will be, but it is tentatively scheduled for May 31.

~Observer
The choice
of a
n~w generation
of
Central students.
Be a part

of the
phenomena.
Pick yours up.
Today.
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Great gate breaker castigated
stakeout by a
Student Village
manager lead to
the arrest of a
North Alder apartment
resident suspected of breaking a Student Village fire
lane gate Saturday, police
the men ran into the gate
said.
and broke it with his shoulThe stakeout was reder. The manager later
quested by the university
identified the man in a
housing department and
informal police line-up.
was carried out by the
The man was cited in
manager who watched the
connection with malicious
gate from his parked car and mischief and released. The
contacted police with a
· case was forwarded to the
modular telephone.
Kittitas County Prosecutor's
Police said university
Office, police said.
housing was prompted to the
A man suspected of
actions because the wooden
gate's arm valued at $25 had driving drunk but later
been broken dozens of times
found to be upset with his exsince being installed two
girlfriend was cited for
years ago.
reckless driving Thursday
The manager told police he
after he failed to stop at an
witnessed two men walking
intersection, police said. .
toward the gate and one of
Police said the man, who

A
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Starring Brian Bosworth
MON-FRI 7:00, 9:00 p.m. (R]
SAT & SUN 5:00, 7:00, 9:00

COMING SOON
Bill Murray
&

Richard Dreyfuss

by Mark Eaton
drove through the intersection of 14th Avenue and
Alder Street without stopping, appeared at first to be
under the influence of drugs
or alcohol, but told officers he
was disturbed about his exgirlfriend.
The man was cited for
reckless driving and driving
without a license.
Because he had no license
he was unable to drive home
and his car was parked on
Alder Street and picked up
later by a friend, police said.

The suspects in a malicious mischief case that
took place March 29 in Moore

MUN accuses fees committee of foul play
by Jonathan Modie
Managing editor

it left for a conference in April. budget is about $230,000 less
"He came up to me ... and than what is being asked for by
said, 'Oh yeah, we're going to Central's 34 user groups. Of
cut funds for Model United · the final budget, $130,000 auNations. We worked on that,"' tomatically
funds
the
Anderson said. "He was sug- Samuelson Union Building.
gesting (at the BOD meeting)
"($1.2 million) is a lot of
he wanted more money for the money, but there are a lot more
Human Rights Council."
user groups that want that
As of press time, Rosete, also money," he said.
amemberoftheHumanRights
As to the accusations, Christie
Council, could not be reached said: "I support the Model
for comment.
United Nations program com"I can't say what Marvin said," pletely and I wish to be a part
Christie said. "I have had other of the program next year."
people tell me he's opened his
Walker said Christie, as a political science major, is "slitmouth."
Christie said the $1.2 million ting his own throat."

Senior J.R. Walker, 23, a
former member of MUN, said
Christie approached him in the
Muzzall Hall weight room as
early as April and told him
MUN and The Observer had
lost all funding from S & A.
"I didn't believe him because
I hadn't heard anything,"
Walker said. "He was giddy
about it. That's why I dismissed
it.
.
"If he's going to be wielding
that much power, he should
learn to keep his mouth shut."
Christie, a political science
major, said he doesn't remember ever talking to Walker.
"I did not tell J .R. that any
budget was being cut. If he
wants to say that, fine, because
no budget numbers are out yet."
"I'm chairman of the committee and I sit impartial. I don't
even have a vote on this unless
it's a split vote."
But senior Kip Anderson, 35,
a political science major and
member of MUN; said he was
approached by S & A Committee member Marvin Rosete
about the club's budget before

Student and Activities Fees
Committee officials said Tuesday no budget figures for user
groups will, or should, be known
until the Board of Trustees approves a budget by July 1.
Committee Chairman Shawn
Christie, a freshman, said
President Donald Garrity and
the student Board of Directors,
with the committee, must agree
on the S & A budget before it
goes to the trustees.
Christie said the committee
will give its final presentation
on the budget Monday. He said
he also hopes to have the BOD's
, approval by then.
"I'm hoping by Monday the
student side (of the budget) will
be finalized," he said.
Christie, 18, said rumors are
unfounded that many user
groups' budgets were decided
by him and other committee
members long before they were
even considered.
June 17-August 30 • Summer Session
Chri.s tie and the committee
For Information Call: 963-1881
came under fire at a BOD meeting Monday by members of the
Model UnitedNations club, who
saidcommitteemembersthem-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
selves frequently approached
MUN members saying MUN
would get no funding from the
$1.2 million budget.

Student Health Center
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NOT WITHOUT MY
DAUGHTER
SAT/SUN: *1 :15, *4:00(PG13)
EVENINGS: 6:45, 9:00
MORTAL THOUGHTS (R)
EVENINGS: 6:55, 9:10
CHINA CRY
(PG)
SAT/SUN MAT: *1 :30, *3:45
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Mic hael Keaton
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Starts Friday, May 17
through Thursday, May 23.

"What About Bob?"

is
"ONE GOOD COP"

CAMPUS COPS

lfil;JJ

..
GRAND CENTRAL
925-2999
Stone Cold

Hall were issued citations
Sunday, police said.
The incident involved two
out-of-town guests-from
Puyallup who were staying
with a Moore Hall resident
and who played a trick on
two other residents in a
neighboring room.
The two residents had $40
water damage to art supplies when the Puyallup
residents leaned a garbage
can full of water against
their door, knocked and then
ran, police said.
The door was then opened
by the residents and the
water from the can spilled
into their room.
Police said they received a
damage statement a month
later and began tracking
the suspects, finally citing
them through the mail in
connection with malicious
mischief.
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HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Call 925-3159 for an appointment now!
. . "'""'vi .v
Monday May 20th & Tuesday May 2 lst

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Graduat.ton Specials at~
_ The

MANE ATTRACTION
HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN AND WOMEN

$10 off permanent waves
$3 off haircuts (men & women)
$5 off all coloring services -(frosts, -weaves, cel!opJ_'lanes, & temp(Jra'JJ C()_lor)
Starts Monday May 20th thrn June 8th

Open Monday - Saturday, evenings available .
SAT/SUN MAT: *1 :00, *4:15
EVENINGS: 7:30 ONLY

.. . -

925-3159

Central to help county
with growth problems
Grant will allow
county to utilize
Central's GIS
computer lab
by Jennifer Mortensen
Staff reporter

A $32,472 grant from the
National Center for Resource Innovations will
establish Central as one of
the center's six regional
branches, Maragret Maizel,
NCR! executive director,
said.
Under the terms of the
grant, Central's geographical information systems
(GIS) laboratory will assist
Kittitas County in coordinating their computerized
land data.
Dr. James Hinthorne,
geology professor and
director of the grant program, and Dr. William
Smith, anthropology professor and director of the GIS
lab, Will work with county
officials to develop the
county's computer database
for growth management and
planning.
Hinthorne said that GIS
software allows local and
county governments to have
a single database for
information regarding
activities such as planning
and zoning revisions.
He said NCRI is interested
in Central because of the
university's extensive GIS
program.
"The people and equipment were already in place
to carry out the programs
they want to accomplish,"
he said.
-The grant is just the
beginning of Central's
involvement with NCR!.
"We plan to be able to
work with the university to
build the amount of annual
financial support to the
several hundred thousand
dollar level we feel is
necessary for optimal
program development,"

***POSITION

fl
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Maizel wrote in the grant
award letter.
NCRI is a private, nonprofit organization established by Congress in 1990
to focus on rural problems,
such as water contamination
and land planning.
One of the purposes of
NCRI and GIS is to help
people such as county
planners use computer
technology to solve these
problems by combining
maps and other spatial and
geographic information into
a single database.
NCRI expects to receive $9
million in the next three
years from the U.S. Department of Agriculture and
various other sources to aid
local and county planners in
the use ofGIS and related
technologies.
Central's lab has been
designated as NCRI-Northwest. Other regional centers

Cummings plans to sit a spell
by Kenneth Rudd
Staff reporter

Poor spellers, take heart Dr. Donald Cummings plans
to complete a book designed to
make your life easier, but it'll
have to wait a few years.
That's because Cummings'
plans to return to the classroom will be delayed by his
reappointment as dean of the
College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences.
Cummings' term as dean was
scheduled to expire Aug. 31,
1992. But -due to the recent
rash of resignations in the
university's administration, he
agreed to a request by President Donald Garrity to extend
his tour as dean to August 1993.
"I don't regret being dean,"
Cummings said. "It's an interesting and fascinating job, but
it's very time-consuming and
energy-consuming, and it does
keep you out of the classroom
and away from your scholarly
interests."

in order to increase the likelihood you'll remember how to
spell it."
Cummings also worked for
many years on a series of spelling textbooks for elementary
school students.
"I'd like to finish that, frankly,
before I die," he said.
Cummings is also interested
in issues surrounding literacy,
such as how the mind deals
with texts and creates meaning in the act of reading. He
plans to publish a book on the
subject.
"That ought to get me into my
golden years," he said.
"Sometimes I think what's happening is sort oflike the academic
equivalent of the biological clock.
There are quire a few things I
want to do, and the time I have left
to do them is limit.ed."
Cummings, 56, has been at
Central since 1960. He was the
director of the Academic Skills
Center for more than 20 years
and served as English department chairman for three years.

Such interests include the
structure and spelling ofwords
and the history of the English
language as it has developed
over the centuries.
Three years ago Cummings
wrote a book about American
English spelling which was
published by Johns Hopkins
University Press. The book is a
detailed study of the spelling
system as it currently exists.
Cummings plans to publish a
companion volume, with the
help of some colleagues, detailing how American English developed out of Old English.
He also plans to complete a
spelling reference book, tentatively titled "The Uncertain
Speller's Handy Field Guide."
"It's designed to help people
find words they can't find in a
normal dictionary because they
can't figure out how to spell
them," he said.
"Not only would it show you
how it's spelled, but it would
also give you some information
about why it's spelled that way,

EARN 3-15 CREDITS

"I expect that we
will carry the
principal part of
the training load
for NCRI."

BEAN
ASSISTANT
TO THE
DIRECTOR OF
GOVERNMENTAL
AND CORPORATE
RELATIONS

- James Hinthorne

as an Intern
• Open to all students
• Open to all majors
• Flexible hours

Contact the President's Office Bouillon 208H 963-2111
are at Washington, D.C.,
the University of Arkansas,
the University of North
Dakota and the South
Georgia Regional Development Center. The fifth
center is a consortium at
Chesapeake Bay.
Hinthorne said each center
has its own area of expertise, and he said he thinks
Central's lab will excel as a
training center.
"I expect that we will carry
the principal part of the
training load for NCRI," he
said.
Other projects for the GIS
lab include working with
the Chelan County assessor
on converting databases to
GIS-compatible systems.

LEATON'S
RESTAURANT & DELI
2202 Canyon Road

BREAKFAST,
LUNCH & DINNER

.
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All you can eat Sunday brunch!
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ANNOUNCEMENT***

DO YOU WANT TO HAVE A WONDERFUL
CROSS-CULTURAL EXPERIENCE?
BECOME AN

International Student Assistant
IN THE

ASIA UNIVERSITY AMERICA PROGRAM
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gain International Awareness
Meet New People
Coordinate Activities
Experience and Facilitate International Relationships
Work in a Leadership Position
Generous Remuneration

Applications for summer quarter and the fall & winter
cycle are available in Room 168 in the Special Services
Building. For more information, call Cynthia Green 963-1374.
APPL/CATION DEADLINE: Tuesday, May 21

• Olympic Freeweights &
Centerline Equipment
• Stair Climbers
• New Lifecycles
•Wolff Tanning System
• Personalized Training
• Nutritional Suppliments

Free
First

Student Rate: $20 I mo
for Aerobics or
Weights,
Adult Rate $22.50/mo.

Step Aerobics
& Regular
Aerobics,
8 Classes
Daily
For More Info:
962-9277 • 208 w. 5th
open: M-F 6am-10pm
Sat. 10am-4pm
Sun. l-4pm
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CENTENNIAL KICK-OFF HIGHLIGHTS ANNUAL PARENTS WEEKEND

Clockwise from right: Four of
Central's ROTC color guard
members, led by Air Force ROTC
cadet Marvin Rosete, present flags
at the centennial's opening
ceremonies last Saturday;
the first O'Douls Masters Challenge
bicycle race - featuring racers from
all over the Northwest and part of
Canada - took place near
Tomlinson Stadium;
volleyball was a popular activity on
Barto lawn during the weekend's
warmer moments;
President Donald Garrity presents
senior Peifang Zhang with her
outstanding student award at the
Parents Brunch on Sunday;
guests of the centennial committee·
unveil Founders Square in
Edison Plaza.

Tressa James and
Nicole Patzer/ The Observer

The Observer
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MacAlpine heading to Hungary Library: Candidate backs
After 10 years at Central, admissions counselor changes course
by Darla Hill
Editor

"I want to thank
the students for
letting me be an
influence in their
lives. I wouldn't
trade (my years
here) for the
world."

Central's minority admissions counselor switched hats
recently when he resigned his
staff position and decided to
become an exchange student
to Hungary.
Director ofAdmissions James
Maraviglia called Robin
MacAlpine's decision in April
to resign his position a loss to
the university.
- Robin MacAlpine
MacAlpine's resignation is
effective at the end ofthe school
year.
in 1987, as the minority admis"(MacAlpine) has been influ- sions counselor, the job he's
ential with a number of activi- held until his recent decision
ties," Maraviglia said, includ- to quit.
ing the development and coorHe said Tuesday he plans to
dination .of programs for the re-enroll as a student and head
admission office and involve- to Janus Pannonius Univerment in various clubs on cam- sity in Pees, Hungary, in Seppus.
tember with Central's ex"He's been like a right arm for change student program.
me," Maraviglia said.
"I'm not quitting to go to
"Whenever an institution Hungary," MacAlpine said.
loses people like (MacAlpine), "I'm quitting because I'm done
it loses, period."
with this part of my life."
MacAlpine, 29, graduated
The university in Hungary is
from Central in 1985 and re- known for having classes
turned at the invitation ofDean dealing with cultural diversity,
of Admissions James Pappas , something MacAlpine said he

changes favoring students

would like to study further.
He said he also wants to start From page one
getting back to his musical ca"If you change the rule a little
reer. MacAlpine has run his
own sound and production bit, we could explore how we
company while in Ellensburg could staffwith non-librarians,
and is also a songwriter and perhaps with part-time employees."
performer.
One alternative Lewis pro"My real love is music," he
posed
was the establishment
said. "And it's time for me to
ofa
24-hour
study room somestart working on that career."
Entering the ranks of poor, where on campus to accommocollege students again will en- date students seeking a quiet
courage him to play for pay in place to study.
"Ifthe issue is a place to study
Hungary.
"I'm trying to decide which of as opposed to access to library
my four guitars to take," he resources, the 24-hour room
makes a whole lot more sense,
said.
Although MacAlpine antici- because it wouldn't have to be
pates a broad cultural experi- staffed, and we wouldn't have
ence in Hungary, he said his to spend extra money, except
years at Central have been of for custodial services," he said.
Lewis also suggested keeping
great benefit to him.
"I've been here! 0 years (as a the library open until 2 a.m.
student first, then as ·an employee) and it has been the most'r----~P~O~S~IT~l"""!O~N----emotionally rewarding experi- _
ANNOUNCEMENT
ence of my life," he said.
----=c~o=-N~V~E~R~S_.A.....-T;..;.10....._N_ __.
"If I could thank anyone, I
wanttothankthestudentsfor
GROUP LEADER
letting me be an influence in
SUMMER QUARTER
theirlives,"hesaid. "I wouldn't Lead and facilitate small group
trade (my years here) for the discussions for 6-8 students in
world."
_ the Asia University America

during finals week, to provide
extra -study space when students would be most likely to
use it.
Lewis has been at North
Adams State since 1985. He
previously served for 10 years
as assistant director for technical services at McConnell
Library at Radford University
in Radford, Va.
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McDonald's Is now-hlrl~g.
Must be able to work
through the summer.
We're looking for friendly,
energetic people to join
our crew team.
Hours are flexible.
Interviews:
Monday-Tuesday-Thursday
Sam to 11am
2pmto5pm

L--------.J

Program.

3 hours per week
June 18-August 9
$5 per hour

New six-week
summer session
dates:

•July 1 to Aug. 9•
Please take note!

Applications available
in Room 168
Special Services Building

Application d~adline May 21
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The W erld mill end on .:~~fdBJ~.J@i~:~.~Ui'i\~lL
in the ~Hill~ l:ill8UllIT'®r0:s.fl .... starting at 12 noon
and going until 10 pm . Come join us for a
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Onion Lake Dance Theatre
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When Worlds

of Saskatchewan, Canada
Fail-Safe
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May 20th
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HELP WANTED:
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Graduate with more than a degree-Expand your Work Experience with a Paraprofessional Position in the

ASCWU Student Activities Department. HURRY . . . Interviewing NOW through the end of Spring Quarter for Fall '91 Jobs!
•Advertising Assistants (2) •Advertising Coordinator• Public Relations/Writing• Public Relations/Photography•Graphic Artists
(2)•Posting Coordinator•Poster Designer•Homecoming Coordinator•Festival of the Arts Coordinator•For More Infonitation,
contact Jane Rider, Media & Program Coordinator, Student Activities, SUB 214/215 963-1691 Before the End of The Quarter
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EDITORIAL
OBSERVANCE
Wanted: President
willing to listen
ext January, Central faces the biggest
transition it has faced in the last 13 years,
one, it is hoped, that will be smooth, yet
strong. Following President Donald Garrity's
step-down, we will get a new captain of the ship.
The student Board of Directors chose a representative
last week to be the voice of the masses (the students)a freshman named Shawn Christie. Last night, concerned students congregated in Barto Hall to discuss
what sort of president they believe this campus needs.
It's a weighty issue the selection committee is up
against: Finding a president meeting everyone's expectations. We're not after perfection; we just want someone
with the interests of students genuinely on the front
burner - not simmering at the back of the stove.
Here is what we'd like to see in our next president:
• Someone with the quality education of students
number one on the priority list. The whole purpose
of higher education is to educate students, not to give
faculty or administration cushy jobs.
Education should also come before extracurricular
programs(i.e. sports) - not in place of, but before.
~ Someone with a.history of implementing programs benefiting students. Garrity did well with his
interest in international student programs. The new
president should be actively involved in making goals
and doing the legwork necessary for program successes.
• Someone with an interest in the community of
Ellensburg and how the university is integrated into it.
This person should reveal an interest in getting to know
about the city before he or she visits campus.
In a city this size - where the university doubles the
population - the relationship between the two is important to cultivate.
• Someone who fully understands the situation
they are facing when they take over. After a full
year of public relations blows, including the loss of
national teacher training accreditation and a number of
high-level resignations, the new president needs to have
specific and solid ideas about how to battle back.
We don't want someone approaching the whole thing
with an attitude that it's not really as bad as it seems.
We need someone real enough to openly acknowledge it's
been bad.
. • Someone with a willingness to work with a
recalcitrant Legislature, who is aware of the legislative issues we're facing during this session, and who is
willing to compromise on budgetary and enrollment lid
goals for the sake of Central.
• Someone who is approachable and available to
the students. Any president - whether he or she
directs a campus with 400 students or one with 40,000
- needs to be in touch with the students; not just with
the student government leaders, but with Joe Average
Freshman as well.
• And, finally, someone aware of national issues
affecting university students; things such as cultural
diversity and the discouraging job market that graduates are facing.

!Women leaders in education
:

!"

.

Number of women heading four-year
colleges and universities: ·

N

Source: American Council on Education

Suzy Parker, USA TODAY

LETTERS
Fighting for
equality, or for
its definition?
Last week's Observance column about cq.ltural diversity
has shed some light on an important issue. But the suggestions made and those offered
so far in this debate are a step
in the wrong direction.
The argument in the Observance is flawed in its assumptions that everybody else is
doing it so it is a good idea and
there is something inherently
wrong with being white,
American and middle-class.
Ifthe UniversityofWashington jumped off a cliff, should
Central take the plunge as
well? The UW making a change
is not enough. We need to know
the reasons behind their decision in order to make an informed decision ourselves.
Everyone knows discriminating against a person because of
their race is racism. What few
people seem to realize is that
this applies to all races, even
white Americans.
To eliminate a course or piece
of literature from the curriculum because it is associated
with white America is just as
racist as what Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr. spent his life
fighting against.
It is possible to be diverse as
cultures and equal as human
beings. What needs to be done
now is for all sides to step back
and see if they are truly fighting for equality or if they are
fighting for the right to define
equality as they see fit.
I sincerely hope it is the
former, because the latter will
tear this university and perhaps this country apart.
Jeff Stedman

Unscientific
poll probably
inaccurate

during the week of March 19.
That period, of course, corresponds with spring break when
some students journey to the
land of sand and sun to drink,
party and whatever else. The question is: are those
students representative of all
college students? I would doubt
that very much.
This is an example of a "straw
poll" - perhaps interesting to
read, but having no scientific
validity whatsoever.
All that can be concluded from
this poll is that, among stu- ...
dents who go to Florida to drink
and party in the spring, fewer
say they are taking precautions.
So what else is new?
Thomas J. Kerr
Political science professor

The May 9 issue of The Observer published the results
of a poll purporting to show
that fewer college students are ·
taking precautions against
sexually-transmitted diseases.
Your readers should be aware
that, while it is possible that
this is true, the poll itself can- .
not be considered evidence of
it.
The poll is based upon a
sample of students who happened to be at Daytona Beach.
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1 Long for
6 Sheets of glass
11 Rubber on
pencil
12 Sowed
14 Note of scale
15 Possessive
pronoun
17 Existed
18 Devoured
20 Lassoes
23 Snare
24 One following
26 Evaluates
28 Compass point
29 Evaporates •
31 Blue fish
33 Turns around
track
35 Husband of
Gudrun
36 Incinerate
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Farm structures
That man
Inaugurate
Fixed period
of time
Ancient
Breathe loudly
in sleep
Capuchin
monkey
Homeless child
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Denudes
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downpour
Weird
Growing out of
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8 Recent
9 Paradise
10 Calm
11 African antelope
13 Hinder
16 Health resorts
19 Banishment
21 Sicilian volcano
22 Chairs
25 Athletic groups
27 Rent
30 Gaiters
32 Heaps
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Strike
Barter
Extremely
terrible
49 Smooth
52 Evergreen tree
54 Guido's high
note
57 Greek letter
58 Selenium
symbol
60 Guido's low
note
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34 Nickname for
Stanley
36 Lion-headed,
muscular dogs
37 Tell
38 God of love
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1 Mouth of
volcano
2 Sun god
3 Pallor
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HOUSING SERVICES

EM.P LOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
APARTMENT COMPLEX MANAGER
Central Washington University Housing Services, Button Hall, is now accepting applications for the position of Apartment
Complex Manager. There will be two positions open during mid-August, but all future positions will be filled from this
posting (to March 1992). An application and required evaluation forms must be completed and returned to the Housing
. 'o ttice no later than 5 p.m., June 14, 1991.
·
Applicant must be a CWU student in good standing and eligible to live off campus in any housing unit. Duties include the
overall management of a university apartment complex, working closely with the Housing Office to assure that housing
policies and building security are maintained. Applicant must like working with people and should expect irregular hours.
The position is open to both singl_
e and married students of Central.
Applications are available at the Housing Office, Button Hall. Remember that the application and evaluation forms must
be completed and returned to the Housing Office no later than June 14, 1991. Interviews will be conducted during July of
1991. Applicant must advise Housing Services of any address changes while the application is on file.
If you have questions, contact Perry Rowe or Darlene York in the Housing Services Office, Button Hall, 963-1831.
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SCENE
Mickey Mouse awaits Central music man
by Marla J. Pugh
Contributing reporter

t's not such a small
world after all for
Central student
Matt Schneider.
Schneider's horizons have
just gotten bigger thanks to
his musical talent and an
offer from the Disney Corp.,
who asked Schneider to play
in its 15-piece jazz ensemble
this summer in Anaheim,
Calif.
For Schneider, 23, the
opportunity means two
things: he can have fun in
the California sun and meet
many top-quality musicians.
After he graduates this
spring, Schneider travels to
Anaheim with his tenor
saxophone in tow. After two
weeks of rehearsing , he
begins playing for the
crowds, sometimes backing
up big-name musicians
appearing at Disneyland.
· In return, Schneider gets
compensation, free room
and board and a host of
opportunities.
"It's a perfect (chance) for
me to meet contacts,"

I

Matt Schneider/Special to The Observer

Central Student Matt Schneider was chosen to play saxophone in the 19~1 Disney All-American
College Band, performing this summer in Anaheim, Calif.
Schneider said. The Disney
students have been chosen in faculty and a long-standing ·
reputation for jazz excellence
experience is also an educathe past. Ellensburg joins
as reasons many Central
tional one, providing workChicago, Washington, D.C.,
students are being chosen by
shops given by professional
Orlando, Boston, New York
Disney.
musicians.
City and Dallas on the list of
Schneider said he was
This is the first year audinational audition sites.
chosen not only for his talent
tions for the Disney ensemble
"That tells you a lot about
and versatility (he plays flute
were held in Ellensburg,
the music program here,"
and clarinet), but also for his
although many Central
Schneider said. He credits

personality and appearance.
"They kind of look for the
clean-cut, all-American
type," Schneider said. He
added that while he may
not think he fits this description, it was important
that they thought he did.
Being able to fit into the
style of the park and to
relate with the kids and the
crowds is important to the
job, Schneider said.
Schneider's well-rounded
experience playing for
Central was another major
factor in why he was chosen, he said. He has played
in Central's Jazz Band I for
four years, along with the
wind ensemble.
While Schneider, a music
business major, hopes to
continue performing professionally, his long-term goals
are aimed at the business
side of music.
"I have lots of different
interests besides playing,"
Schneider said. "I have
engineering and business
skills that I feel I could use
better than in teaching high
school band."

Some things have, some things haven't, changed
by Shanon Burke
Staff reporter

n1935,MauricePettit
came to Washington
State Normal School
in hopes of furthering
his education. He h ad no idea
h e would be one of the major
contributors to the growth and
development of what would
lat er become Central Washington University.
Born in Missouri in 1915,
Pettit moved with his family to
Brewster, Wash. when he was
three. After graduating from
high school he attended WSNS,
earning a bachelor's degree in
education.
He returned to WSNS in 1950
and assumed the position of
Dean of Men for four years,
befo r e it beca me Cen t r a l
Washington College of Education in 1957.
"I think that's the first big
contribution I was proud of,"
said Pettit, 75. "They used to
have this silly freshman week
and hazings; all that stuff."
Pettit, now the president of
Central's Retiree Association,
said he got the students to think
about things a little more constructively.
He said he turned their energy toward such things as
blood drawings, campus beautification projects and painting
the dorms.
"VYe did all kinds of things to
try to get them away from that
adolescent notion of paddling
freshmen and having them
push a peanut with their nose,"
said Pettit.
At the end of 1954, Pettit
signed on to be the head of the division of education, psychology
. and philosophy.
.

I

"Usually the
professor asks
the question
and the student
answers.
'rhat's the
p oorest of all
learning
experiences."

- Maurice Pettit
"The first thing we did was
redo the teacher education
program, get a teacher education committee and develop
admission requir ement s for
teach er education - t esting
and minimal requirements,"
said Pettit.
"We first decided what we
wanted our teachers to learn
how to do, and what kind of
people did we want to select to
have them do it," said Pettit.
Pettit has taught at two other
universities, New York University and the University of
California Los Angeles.
He completed post-doctoral
work at Ohio State University
in 1954.
Pettit took a one-year leave of
absence and worked in Washington, D.C. with the National
Training Lab and the program
which they sponsored. There
he became certified in organizational development, and
again returned to Central.
"I'm amazed that we have so
little training for certain people
here," said Pettit.
"Private industries spend
around $2 billion a year in

Nicole Patzer/The Observer

Central emeritus professor of psychology and education Maurice Pettit now serves as president ofCentral's Retiree Association. Pettit first attended Central (then Washington State
Normal School) in 1935 as a student, and returned in 1950 as Dean of Men.

leadership, team building and
organizational management
helping their managers and
executives be more capable to
lead and manage organizations," he said.
"I could be mistaken about
this, but I don't think there's
10 cents in our budget to help
our managers become more effective," said Pettit.
"We don't have anything to
have people assess their own
proficiencies or competencies
and say: how can I get better
and how can I continue to improve?" said Pettit.
After giving up the division,
Pettit organized and developed
a research and development

center for Central.
"We got grants out of Washington, D.C., and did a lot of
things around here. That became a part of the graduate
studies program," said Pettit.
In 1970, Pettit opened the organizational development center and headed it until 1978,
when he retired.
Pettit said students get
through college by answering
questions, but they get through
life by questioning answers.
"Usually the professor asks
the question and the student
answers. That's the poorest of
all learning experiences.
"The best of all learning experiences is where the student

raises the question and (then) answers (his) ... question," he said
"I think Central has -a very
rich heritage. It's always had a
philosophical and value _base."
"That's terribly important individuality, opportunity and
. freedom. That's a very, very
big portion of who we are,"
Pettit said.
Pettit said there is one thing
which hasn't changed at Central - the. high value and respect given to students.
"I think the faculty goes the
last mile for students," he said
"The faculty very seriously assumes their responsibilities for
good instruction. They work
hard at what they do."
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Cat's Paw' is the cat's meow
by Marla J. Pugh
Contributing reporter

R

emember last time
when I told you to
hold out for
another produc-

tion?
Well, this is it!
"Cat's Paw," Central's
final theater production of
the season opened May 10
with the finest acting seen
on stage all year.
Written by playwright
William Mastrosimone,
"Cat's Paw" presents
suspense and intrigue at its
scariest. Its theme deals
with the very real issue of
terrorism, and more importantly, what is an acceptable price to pay for effecting change.
But perhaps the strongest
aspect of this play is the
characters.
There are no single stars
in this play. Rather, the
cast works so well together
it is easier to think of them
as a unified package.
These aren't just actors
regurgitating a script. They
are believfible performers
who demand attention and
hold it, a credit to the
actors and student director
Jeff DeCamp.
Becky Llewellyn as
Jessica Lyons, Mundi
Hamilton as Cathy, Dan
Nelson as Victor and Josh
Rietveldt as DaVid Darling
make up the seasoned cast,
all having performed in
Central productions in the
past.
DeCamp's acting experience is helpful in his
directing debut. He is able

DRAMA REVIEW
to orchestrate the characters and allow them to
interact and evolve with'o ut losing the tension of
the plot.
There are a few surprises
not seen before at Tower
in the production of "Cat's
Paw." The set has been
moved from its usual
back-center position and a
cat walk installed for
added depth.
Most of the action is
easily viewed aside from
distracting posts that
block the performance at
times. Center seats
provide a much better
view than those on the
side because of the angle
and stage movements.
Credit is also due to Eric
M. Klein, who provided a
few added surprises in the
special effects department.
(No, I'm not going to give
it away ... you'll just have
to see it for yourself.)
For a solid dose of great
acting and psychological
tension, "Cat's Paw" is an
outstanding representation of what the drama
students at Central can
do. The play also provides
a refreshing change from
the usual productions on
campus with a different
feel and twist from the
norm.
"Cat's Paw" continues
. through the weekend with
8 p.m. shows May 16, 1 7
and 18. Tickets are $4 for
general audiences, $3 for
students and are available·
at the door.
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Ever seen a penguin play jazz?
Greetings and good news to
report for Glum fans. The band
will be playing its second campus gig this Saturday night in
the SUB Ballroom.
The band members, all Central students, have added a few
more original songs to the set
list for this event, said Rick
Price (lead guitar).
Along with Glum, two Seattle
alternative bands will perform:
King Crab and Old Man
Thunder. Each band will play
45 minutes or thereabouts, and
the ASCWU-sponsored concert
begins at 8 p.m. Tickets, at $3
each, will be available at the
door.
Next Thursday at noon, the
Jazz Penguins will jazz up
the SUB Pit.
This band, led by Bobby
Bradley/saxophone, performs
originals and hot contemporary
jazz and fusion tunes by such
artists as Michael Brecker,
Lennie Tristano and even
Stevie Wonder.
The band last played a VAT
Night at the Tav on May 9, and
NAJE Nite here on campus on
May 3. In addition to Bradley,
the musicians are Frank
Seeburger/guitar, Lance Gibbon/keyboards, John Wicks/
drums and Glenn Harris/bass.
Bradley is a senior majoring
in music education. During his
four years at Central he has
played in dozens of groups, including Jazz Ensemble I and
the wind ensemble.
In the summer ofl 988, Bradley was chosen from a national

GINA ZUKOSKI
Scene Editor
search to perform in the Disney
All-American Collegiate Band.
Last year, he played professionally for Carnival Cruise
Lines.
, Today at 8 p.m., Andrew
Spencer directs the CWU
Symphonic Band in concert
at Hertz Hall, featuring music
by Holst and Eliot Del Borgo.
The concert is free of charge.
Alsorunningtonightthrough
Saturday is a Tower Theater
production of Mastriomone's
Cat's Paw. Curtain time is 8
p.m., and tickets will be available at the box office.
Tomorrow is the quarterly favorite Jazz Nite in Hertz Hall.
Three jazz bands and two jazz
choirs are on the bill, with
Moawad's varsity Jazz Band I
and Vocal Jazz Ensemble I
performing last. The music
starts at 8 p.m., tickets are $3
and will be available at the
door, and all proceeds will fund
Central music scholarships.
Since the concert is usually
SRO, Moawad encourages con-

cert-goers to arrive early, with
the doors opening at 7 :15 p.m.
Tomorrow, GeoffMoore and
the Distance (a contemporary Christian band) is live in
concert at Quincy Junior High
School Gymnasium at 8 p.m.
Tickets are available at the door
for $10.
Tomorrow and Saturday
nights, Final Approach plays
the New Mint with no cover
charge.
Saturday, Hertz hosts two recitals. First, at 4 p.m., Mike
Landers/tuba presents his
graduate recital.
Then at 8 p.m., Roger Martin performs 20th-century flute
music for a Guest Recital, assisted by Central's Hal Ott.
Sunday, two more recitals in
Hertz: at 3 p.m. is Mark
Thacker/flute, and at 5:30
p.m. is Karri Giorgi/trombone.
Monday, a Thesis Art Exhibit opens at the Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery. The exhibit
runs through May 24 and is
open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays.
Tuesday, the Jazz Band I
and Vocal Jazz Ensemble I
travel to Moses Lake for the
annual Tribute to Moses
Lake Concert at Columbia
Basin Community College.
Wednesday,
Angela
Ginorio, directorofNorthwest
Center for Research on Women,
presents a guest lecture
"Campus Climate Issues for ·
Women." This is at noon in the
SUB; Yakima Room.

•

•

The University Store has a
Perfe.c t Graduation Gift ...
The Macintosh Classic!

~ CJ:llllOPRAcnc ~

¢'0~ Located next to campus

S Macintosh Oa5.5ic

'

.lD.zt 1'i. Alder - 9f/Jr71f10
It has everything for the graduate - a monitor, keyboard, mouse,
2 megabytes of RAM and a 40-megabyte hard disk drive!

The affordable computer -

only $1199!!!

We have several Classics in stock available for immediate pick up.
Dr. Sandy
Linder

Dr. Myron
Linder

·Sound Health Preferred Provider.
•Largest Chiropractic Center in Kittitas County.
•Emergency calls and Saturday appointments available.

•

•
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SPORTS
Tracksters qualify 13 for nationals
by Greg L. Miller
Sports editor

A total of 13 track athletes
will compete for Central at the
1991 NAIA National Trackand-Field meet at Tarleton
State
University
in
Stephensville, Tex. May 23.
The men will send 10 and the
women three, as the teams will
try to improve on last year's
showings.
The men placed 18th with 17
points and the women did not
score at last year's national
championships.
The Wildcats will have five
All-Americans at the upcomingnational meet. Keith Baker,
who placed sixth in the 11,0meter high hurdles, will return to run in that event along
with the 100 meters and 4xl 00
meter relay with James
Mitchell, Kenny Thompson and
Greg Olsen.
Olsen, who was fifth in the
400-meter
intermediate
hurdles, will return to run in
that event. Kenny Thompson,
who was fifth in the highjump,
and Dave Phillips, who was
third in the discus, will try to
earnAll-Americanhonors once
again in their respective events
as well.
David Cummings, who placed
second in the 10,000-meter
race-walk in 1988, will also

TRACK
return to the national tournament for the 'Cats.
Dan Sutich in the race-walk,
Tim Clarke and Brad Hooper
in the marathon and Paul
Pedersen in the javelin will also
be competing at nationals next
week.
Last week the men's team won
championships in nine events
in taking second place at the
District 1 championships held
at Pacific Lutheran University.
Keith Baker and James
Mitchell led the way for the
Wildcats by each winning two
events, and also combined to
help the 'Cats win in the 4xl 00
meter relay.
Mitchell set a meet record in
the 200 meters by winning the
event in 21.64 seconds, breaking the previous mark of 21.84
seconds. The mark had stood
since 1968 and was equaled
only once in 1980.
Mitchell also won the 400
meters in a time of 48.42 seconds.
Baker won events in the 100
meters in a time of 10.83 seconds and 110-meter high
hurdles with a 15.06 second
mark.
"My running felt all right,"
said Baker, "but our team los-

Christopher Stone/The Observer

Kris Kjolso hands off the baton to teammate Kelli Lambert in the women's 4x100 meter relay
at the District 1 meet held at Pacific Lutheran University in Tacoma last Saturday. The team of
Kjolso, Lambert, Heather Wade and Dawn Fletcher finished with a second place in the event.

ing took a lot away from winning the nine events."
Other winners for the 'Cats
included Greg Olsen in the 400meter intermediate hurdles,
Kenny Thompson in the high
jump and Dave Cummings in
the 10,000-meter race-walk . .
Dave Phillips also won in the
discus throwing event for the

Sluggers fall in district
playoffs to Whitworth
Whitworth
sweeps Central,
ending season
by Jason Eckert
Staff reporter

The Wildcats baseball team's
hopes to make it to the regional
playoffs were dashed by the
Whitworth Pirates who swept
two games from the 'Cats in
Spokane Friday.
Whitworth (21-16) beat Central 15-12 and 14-1 to advance
to the West Coast regional
tournament in California.
Central finished the season
11-22.
In the opener the 'Cats trailed
12-3 going into the seventh
inning, but came out of the
seventh with a 12-12 tie.
Kirk Johnson started the rally
with a two-run homer and
ended it with a two-run single
later in the inning.
In the eighth the Pirates' Rod
Taylor hita solo homer to break
the tie and wipe out any hopes
of a Wildcat comeback.
Chad Bala had three doubles
in the opener, tying a singlegame school record.
The 'Cats committed five errors and walked nine Whit-

''This is the fifth
year in a row that
we are one of the
top two teams in
district, and I
hope the
experience we
gained flows over
into next year."
-Coach Ken Wilson
worth hitters in the opener.
"We hit well in the opener,
but the two things that were
strong for us all year (defense
and pitching) weren't there in
the stretch," said Coach Ken
Wilson.
In the nightcap the 'Cats were
outhit 16-5 on their way to a
14-1 season-ending loss.
"They're a good team and I
think we competed well, but
it's hard to win any championship when you don't play a
complete game," Wilson said.
Wilson was optimistic about
next year's team. The 'Cats lose
five players off this year's 22man playoff roster.
Those players include outfielders Sean Siemon, Kirk

BASEBALL
Johnson and Brent Johnson
and infielders Barry Glenn and
Tom Magruder.
"If we can build on the players we have coming back I think
we have a shot at the district
title next year," Wilson added.
Among those returning is
catcher Chad Bala who was
the Wildcats' 1991 batting
champion with a .327 batting
average. Bala tied Scott
Chamberlain for most hits with
36.
"This is the fifth year in a row
that we are one of the top two
teams in district, and I hope
the experience we gained flows
over into next year," Wilson
said.
For the year Chamberlain
led the Wildcats in runs batted
in (18), sacrifice flies (4), assists (76) and sacrifice bunts
(6).

Glenn led the team in
doubles (11 ), slugging percentage (.4 77) and game-winning RBI's (2). Seimon was the
team leader in home runs with
three and being hit by pitches
with seven.
Mike Thomas was the 'Cats
main stopper as he led the
pitching staff with three wins
and a 4.32 earned run average.

third consecutive year with a
toss of 161-2.
Even with nine event championships, Central couldn't
overtake PLU for the team title,
which finished with 253 112
points, 39 1/2 points ahead of
the 'Cats.
"The team did real good; I
was happy with the overall

performance," Baker said.
On the women's side, the Lady
'Cats managed a fourth-place
finish at PLU, with 103 total
points.
Debra Bell and Jennifer
Surlselywill represent the'Cats
at nationals in the marathon,
along with Kris Kjolso in the
400-meter hurdles.
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CLASSIFIEDS

Rugby club .ends
best year ever
with 15-2 mark
by Todd Tucker
Staff reporter

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIEDS
Pioneer CLD-980 Laser Disc player for
sale. Plays all formats. $250 firm. Brad
963-8437.
Want Anchor M Apt. for summer. Will
help pay rent, only want to use the pool.
Save $$$, keep your apt. for fall. 9254205.

RUGBY

Central's men's rugby club
finished its season in Portland,
as the Portland Pigs rugby club
hosted a mini-tournament last
weekend.
Central's club attended and
was defeated in all three
matches.
The University of Oregon
outscored the 'Cats 27-3 in the
Wildcats opening match of the
day. Also slipping by Central
was Southern Oregon 18-16,
and Bend Community College
in a 29-0 shutout.
Central's Pat Cosentino had
the highlight of the weekend
as he fielded a punt and ran 20
meters against Southern Oregon.
When he reached the 10meter line two defenders confronted him.
He got through them by putting a squib kick between the
winger and fullback. Cosentino
then used his·speed, as he outran his opponents to the ball,
scooping it up it up and scoring
a try.
"It was difficult to field a side
(team) since so few of our players showed up - we had to
borrow players from other
t~ams just to get 15. Our cadence was completely off,"
Cosentino said about the tourney. ,
Next year the club will face
some new collegiate union
rules.
No one over the age of 25 will
be allowed to play in league
matches, Central will be
bumped up to A-division status and all teams will be required to have a coach. Central
has never had one.
·

The City of Ellensburg is currently accepting applications for volunteer positions on the beautification commission's
downtown task force, housing and community development commission and
planning commission. Applications may
be obtained from City Hall, 2nd floor, 420
N. Pearl. Applications must be returned
by 5 p.m., Wednesday, May 29, 1991.

"It was difficult to
field a side (team)
since so few of our
players showed
up-we had to
borrow players
from other teams
just to get 15. Our
cadence was
completely off."

RESIDENCE HALL DIRECTOR for Upward Bound Residential Summer School
at Big Bend Community College, Moses
Lake, WA. 6/21-8/31/91; $75/day plus
room and board. Requires supervisory
experience. Contact Personnel Office
(509) 762-6203 for application and information. Closes 3p.m., 5/23/91. AA/EOE.
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Yakima will take over as coach
of the team and attempt to
guide the ruggers into the
Western Regionals. The last
two years Central has come up
only one victory short of this
goal.
Eglet will introduce a different style than the club is used
to. He puts more emphasis on
second phase rugby, ball possession and a better kicking
game to improve field position.
Central has been more of a
powerful, smash-face, kick- only-when-it's-a-must type
team.
~
Eglet feels the latter style can
cost a team points due to field
position and will tire out the
players faster since the ball is advanced mainly by running
instead of kicking.
The club finished the regular
season with its best record ever
at 15-2.

....
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Then you will want
to play the sports
·· trivia game sweeping Central.

new & used books

Call after 11 p.rn.
on Monday nights
and say "I want to
play sports trivia
with Greg"

We buy and trade books.
10% to 20% of face
value for cash.
20% to 40% of face
valu~ for cash.

Call 963-1073
202 E. 4th

.R ead The Observer
for news, scene and sports.

962-2375

SUMMER CAMP JOBS on Lake
Wenatchee, Counselors, Unit Directors,
Arts & Crafts, Nature Director, Assistant
Director. Mid-June-Mid-August. Salary
+ room & board. 1-800-548-8884.
ROPES COURSE DIRECTOR. Summercamp. Mid-June-Mid-August. Upper
& lower courses, static belay system. If
not currently certified, will train successful
applicant. Training Memorial weekend.
Salary plus room and board. 1-800-5488884.

FUN SUMMER JOB!
Flying Horseshoe Guest Ranch for children, near Cle Elum needs boy's counselors. Enjoy horseback riding, swimming, hiking, etc., while gaining valuable
experience. Salary plus room and board.
Call Penny 1-674-2366.
The ranch also needs cooks. Responsible for keeping hungry campers
and staff well fed I Must be a good cook,
efficient kitchen worker, and enjoy people.
Call Penny 1-674-2366 _
Summer Camp Staff: counselors, unit
directors, cooks, and waterfront staff.
June 14- August 25. Call 206-355-9734.

Exp!!rience comfort in exciting new colors
and styles for men, women
and children. Repair
service available.

~Observer
Your ticket to ·a complete Central
Washington University experience.

1'i:>wr·w1'w'l<!la

Are you
a sports fan?

Big Bend Community College, Moses
Lake, Upward Bound Summer School
has PART-TIME INSTRUCTOR positions open for: Biology and Math/Science
Colloquium. Bachelor degree and WA
State Teaching Certificate. For application and information call Personnel Office, (509) 762-6203. Open until suitable
candidate is selected; first review of applications will be 5/17/91. AA/EOE.

SEEKING COOKS FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. Housing provided. Send
applications to Elkins' on Priest Lake,
HC 0-1, Box 40, Nordman, ID 83848.

MUNDY'S SHOES
Fourth and Pearl

925-9725

SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES. Sign
up now. Contact John Mqser Jr. 9251272.
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Invites You To Play Pool!
Free Pool Wednesday and Thursday

~=======-

MOVING OVERSEAS
TO STUDY? or
RETURNING HOME?
or SENDING GIFTS
TO FRIENDS?

8-lOpm

All Day ·sunday

Let Airport Brokers save you on the
transportation cost. We offer air and
ocean rates on overseas shipments.
Before you ship call us for a rate!

111West3rd

925-1300

AIRPORT BROKERS
CORPORATION
(206) 246-6580
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Tell your mother not to worry.
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. . DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS
. IS FRIDAY, MAY 24

fAMl[Y DAIRY

STORE HOURS
11:15 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Monday - Saturday

. WINEGAR DAIRY
419 W. 15th Ave•
ElUNSIUllG, WASHINGTON 9U9H
Six blocks west of the library) = = = = = = = = =
925-1821

Award-Winning
Hometown Pizza

,. .

pizza
place

pizza
place

FRAZZINI'~

PIZZA!

In the Plaza
716 E. 8th Ellensburg

-------------------------------r-----------------------------SPRING FLING SPECIAL!
TWO MEDIUM 13"
ONE TOPPING PIZZA
MEDIUM 13" PIZZA - $5.99
LARGE 16" PIZZA - $7.99

TWO TOPPING PIZZAS

. $11.99
DINE IN * CARRY OUT
FAST* SAFE* DELIVERY

CARRY OUT ONLY!

0+""§:1919-t
Frazzini' s Pizza Place

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER, Expires May 30th, 1S91

._

~J!+~I:J919-t
Frazzini' s Pizza Place

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER, Expires May 30th 1991

:I

~------------------------------ -----------------------------~
off
"$~ o .
.
LARGE 16" PIZZA
""''11: ,.!> o~
3 .oo rge
1 a·:;:,~e11..,1:
MEDIUM PRICE!
$ o'/ l-!ii8!
f/416'' f'l
DINE IN* CARRY OUT
/~~ct I})
DINE IN * CARRY OUT
FAST* SAFE

* DELIVERY

FAST * SAFE * DELIVERY

fi'+~I:J919-t
Frazzini' s Pizza Place
-------------------------------~------------------------------

~1'+~1:1919-t
Frazzini' s Pizz·a Place
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

